
 
 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Q: How long will a W-Standard lithium-ion battery last? 

A: An expected 8-year lifespan with over 2000 starting cycles. 

 

Q: Are W-Standard lithium-ion batteries safe? 

A: Yes! No lead or acid means a much safer battery for installers, riders, vehicles and the environment.  
 

Q: Are W-Standard lithium-ion batteries really an improvement over conventional batteries? 
A: Absolutely! Over 5 times the cracking power, much longer life, ultra-lite weight, compact size, and much  
    safer to use.  
 
Q: Will W-Standard lithium-ion batteries fit on my bike? 
A: Yes. Each compact sized W-Standard lithium-ion battery come in the box with precut, adhesive backed, fire  
    resistant foam pads for an easy fit installation and added vibration dampening.  
 
Q: What’s the W-Standard warranty? 
A: With our 3-year limited warranty you can rest assure you have the most powerful, maintenance free, longest 
lasting lithium battery on the market. Go ride with confidence!  
 
Q: How much do W-Standard lithium-ion batteries weight? 

A: 70% less than conventional batteries. This means less added weight to the bike with easier handling and  

    installation. 

 
Q: Are W-Standard lithium-ion batteries smart? 
A: Yes, beyond smart! All W-Standard lithium-ion batteries are equipped with a highly advanced Battery  
    Management System that includes a Made in the USA proprietary microprocessor for immediate power  
    delivery and added production against possible damage.   
 
Q: How do I charge my W-Standard lithium-ion battery and how long does it take? 
A: We recommend our W-Standard Smart Charger with advanced microprocessor technology to deliver a safe,  
    fast, full charge in less than 30 minutes. Do not use a conventional charger as it will cause damage.  
 

Q: Are W-Standard lithium-ion batteries independently tested for compliance? 
A: Yes, independently tested to exceed international standards, W-Standard lithium-ion batteries are TUV,   
    RoHS and UN 38.3 compliant for safety, capacity, durability, discharge and performance. 
 
Q: I really what to purchase a W-Standard lithium-ion battery! Where can I buy one? 
A: Ask your local shop. W-Standard batteries are only available thought dealers and motorcycle/powersports  
    internet retails.  
 
Q: Tell me more about W-Standard USA. 
A: W-Standard USA is a Southern California based subsidiary of a multinational, premier motorcycle parts and  
    lithium-ion battery manufacturer W-Standard. Founded in 2004 W-Standard manufactures high quality  
    motorcycle aftermarket and OEM parts to exacting specification with precision fit, top tier quality and trend  
    setting style. The revolutionary W-Standard lithium-ion battery is known as a worldwide leader in power,  
    performance and reliability. Premium W-Standard lithium-ion batteries and parts are recognized as a market  
    leader in Europe, Asia and South America and are available in North America from W-Standard USA.  
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